ART AROUND TOWN TOURS
Breckenridge Creative Arts offers multiple self-guided tours to showcase the Town’s public art collection, the Arts District campus and other cultural highlights in our community. Maps are available yearround at the Welcome Center and Old Masonic Hall.

TEACHER ACADEMY
Earn graduate level credit from Adams State University through the Teacher Academy. In this free class, teachers will learn how to incorporate the Colorado Visual Arts Standards into lesson plans. Register online at breckcreate.org

STUDENT EXHIBITION
Student exhibitions are co-curated by students at Summit High School and Breckenridge Creative Arts. Exhibitions are bi-annual in the lower level of the Breckenridge Grand Vacations Community Center and Summit County South Branch Library. The current show, “Recycled” runs through Oct 2019.

FIELD TRIPS
Did you know that Breckenridge Creative Arts offers field trips for local schools from September through May? Through hands-on workshops and visits with resident artists, students are encouraged to make meaningful connections to their curriculum, their world and themselves. To plan a field trip, please contact Becca Spiro at beccas@breckcreate.org.

ACTIVITY #1
Have you seen the giant cloud floating around town? This installation is by Caitlind r.c. Brown and Wayne Garrett. How many light bulbs do you think the artists used to make the cloud? (Answer in “Resource Guide”) What does this installation resemble?

ACTIVITY #2
Take a walk under the Iceberg installation in the Blue River Plaza. Scientists estimate that if humans continue to burn fossil fuels at our current rate, we will eventually melt all of the ice at the poles and on mountaintops. Rising sea levels will likely extend well beyond what we know today. What land would remain if this happened? What other changes can you predict?
ACTIVITY #3

Tension by Scott Young, is composed of neon illuminated glass. How is neon normally used? What does this installation resemble? Can you think of a medium or material that can be modeled to look like another substance?

ACTIVITY #4

Les Voyaguers (the travelers) is a massive sculpture on the Arts District Campus. Can you mimic the figure’s pose? If this person could speak, what would he or she say? How does the artist’s use of chicken wire impact your impression?

ACTIVITY #5

Light Flows by ACT Lighting Design is media installation that projects images from natural phenomena onto a large net, giving the effect of a hologram in the air. Can you identify any constellations or planets? Where is your favorite place to look at the night sky?

ACTIVITY #6

Loop is inspired by a zoetrope, an optical toy invented in the 19th century. As participants work the hand lever, the image cylinder lights up and creates the illusion of motion in the drawings. Use the space below to make a mini-animation. How many drawings would you have to make to produce a minute-long animation?